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SAP S/4 HANA System Transformation – Midmarket

HEXAWARE
Overview
Hexaware, an SAP services partner, specializes in providing services for business-led engagements by leveraging
the company’s larger ACT framework to deliver business modernization and landscape transformations.
Hexaware has strategic relationships with SAP, Microsoft (Azure), Amazon (AWS) and Google (GCP) to offer
multiple cloud deployment options for S/4 HANA and SaaS solutions. The provider is a Gold level partner with
Microsoft and co-sells Azure. With its deep cloud migration understanding and experience, Hexaware outlines
strategies and approaches to best suit the customer requirements. Hexaware provides profound SAP transformation services in the U.K. and 28 percent of S/4HANA transformation revenue is generated from the region.
The provider has five S/4HANA clients.

Caution
Hexaware should prioritize expanding its clientele in industries other than manufacturing, utilities and consumer packaged goods in the U.K.

Strengths
TRIADIC framework helps the migration journey: Hexaware’s Triadic framework analyses customer's
requirements from the major dimensions of landscape complexity, business model, target architecture for
cloudification and digitization needs, and considers the needed transition and transformation efforts. The
Triadic framework analyses organization’s landscape and informs the optimal migration path for the application
landscape in the organization’s SAP architecture.
Strong fit for enterprises with cloud-based SAP architecture: Hexaware offers flexible SAP on Cloud
packages to fit customer needs throughout their cloudification journeys. Services include a basic migration
offering starting with an infrastructure service in addition to Silver, Gold and Platinum packages focused on
environment services, application modernization and a complete business-aligned solution respectively.
Hexaware’s strong Azure partnership enables it to plan the best approach for cloud migration.
Co-development with SAP: Hexaware and SAP co-developed a team and talent management software called
FluidOrg. It is a cloud-based enterprise-wide intelligent team assistant solution designed to engage employees
and leaders thereby improving productivity and creativity. This software enables team members to work
together on a single platform. It also helps in identifying talent, while simplifying team formation and resource
allocation.
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Hexaware delivers business driven, outcome-based
cloud migration with minimized risks delivering
future-state architecture aligned with business
solutions. They leverage their robust set of
framework, platform and tools to support entire
landscape transformation journey like FITRITE,
EZCOPY, COMFORMIQ etc.

